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THE WRITING PROCESS: 3 KEYS TO SUCCESS 

Getting started 
  Explore the assignment  
  Make rough notes 
  Pick a tentative topic 
Getting feedback 
  Make an appointment at the centre for writers   
  Get feedback on your draft/revise 
Revising 
  Work on style and lower order concerns 
  Proofread, consult checklist for assignment 



TWO ASSIGNMENTS, BUT RELATED 

 Annotated bibliography 
 Feb. 14 
  10% 
  2-3 pages 
 Citations in MLA or 

Chicago format 

 Long essay 
  30% 
  6-8 pages,  
  2-part bibliography 
  Include marked 

proposal assignment 



NOTE THE VERBS: CRITICAL ANALYSIS

  Examine 
  Analyze 
  Critically analyze 
  Historically analyze 
  Assess 
  Interpret 
  Debate 
  Consider 
  Illustrate 
  Evaluate 
  Identify 

What do these terms  
mean to you? 

LPH, 
p. 17 



 INVENTION: GENERATE IDEAS

Topics: 
Chaos magic vs other magic—not 

a religion 
Link religious practice and mental 

health 
Clowns in drama shamans in 

relgion 



ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
  One paragraph 

(100-200 words) 
summarizing your 
proposed topic – what 
you are going to do, and 
how. This paragraph 
will include an 
underlined, working 
thesis statement.  By 
working, I mean that 
you may end up 
changing your thesis 
statement as you work 
on your essay. This is 
fine. 

An annotated 
bibliography  

1.  Summaries of 3+ 
secondary sources; 
Summarize each 
reference in two to three 
sentences and give 
qualifications of the 
author.  

1.  1+ primary source: 
summarize the reference; 
identify the author, their 
position/title/relationship 
to the topic, and the year 
the source was written. 

BPH, p. 
207-10 



 3. ANALYTICAL/CRITICAL ANNOTATIONS

An objective evaluation of a work's contents, quality, and  
limitations. Length is typically between 100-200 words.     

 Gives full bibliographic information for the work.  
 Gives the authority and the point of view of the author. 
 Evaluates the contents, scope, and quality. 
 Points out the merits and deficiencies.  

From h1p://guides.library.ualberta.ca/annota;ons 

BPH, p. 
48-49 



ANNOTATIONS

Summarizes the article (2-3 sentences; 45-60 words) 
Evaluates:  
  give qualifications of the author;  
  identify the author, their position/title/relationship to 

the topic, and the year the source was written 



SAMPLE SUMMARY 

  In this article the authors question whether or not 
Alzheimer’s patients are less likely to be restrained or 
medicated as a result of residing in Special Care Units 
(SCU) in nursing homes. They found, however, that 
these patients were no less likely to be restrained and, 
in fact, they were more likely to receive psychotropic 
medication. (56 words) 



SAMPLE SUMMARY 
 The researchers compared the effects of 

obedience training on three groups of canine/
humans: 1) dogs/humans in a dog obedience 
class; 2) a training group were instructed to do 20 
minutes per day or training; 3) a group that was 
given no instructions. The obedience group 
showed less separation anxiety and  improved 
obedience behaviours, but the group that did 
training on their own also showed improvements. 
(65 words) 



SAMPLE EVALUATION 

 This study looked at a large amount of data (1100 
residents in 48 SCUs)  from a small geographical area
—only four U.S. states. The extent to which the 
findings of this study apply to Alberta are unclear, 
particularly since these standards vary considerably 
from state to state. Nevertheless, the authors speculate 
that SCUs led something of a revolution in Alzheimer’s 
patient care—these units demonstrated that the use of 
physical restraints could be avoided, and that may 
account for the similarity in use in both SCUs and 
regular units.  (89 words) 



THE ESSAY

 Write an interesting and well-argued paper, 
based on scholarly sources.  

 Use the work in the annotated bibliography as 
your sources 



THE AUDIENCE
  This time you are writing for a scholar of religion 

knowledgeable in the area of alternative spiritualities, 
trained as an historian. To repeat, this means I am looking 
for a cogent argument, well supported by appropriate 
sources.  

  Instructor knows lots about alternative spiritualities; 
trained as a historian 

  Values historical research and evidence: what does that 
mean? What evidence counts in history? (rubric says 
“Provides evidence to support arguments: Ideas clearly 
informed by readings and properly cited” and “Uses direct 
quotations sparingly and effectively”) 

BPH, p. 
6-7 



THESIS STATEMENTS 

 Specific 
 Manageable 
  Interesting 

BPH, p. 
14-16 

LPH, p. 
18-19 



A SAMPLE THESIS STATEMENT 

According to new approaches in pain 
management, nurses must obtain three kinds 
of knowledge if they are to respond effectively 
to a patient’s pain: knowledge of self, 
knowledge of pain, and knowledge of standards 
of care. 

[original/passive voice] New approaches to pain management stress 
three kinds of knowledge for nurses to obtain if they are to 
respond effectively to a patient’s pain: knowledge of self, 
knowledge of pain, and knowledge of standards of care.1 

www.mbon.org/practice/pain_management.pdf  



FROM THE WINTER CLASS

 Many of the traditional practices of the Christian 
holidays—the date, the tree, the star—arose from 
pagan traditions. Evidence for this comes from 
many sources:  . . . 



INFORMAL ARGUMENT AND 
ACADEMIC WRITING

Ex. [this study] will be a unique scholarly contribution 
as very few studies genuinely combine oral history 
and the documentary record. 

Claim  Link (because)  Reason 

Challenges  

(How, So what, Why?) 

Evidence 

(Data, Statistics, Expert opinion, 
Visuals, Other studies, etc. [What 
counts is often discipline‐speciCic]) 

BPH, p. 
88 



TURN A TOPIC INTO A THESIS 

 Witchcraft was defined as someone using 
otherworldly powers to bring down other people, 
including using spells, alchemy, divination, and 
astrology. To the average person living in the 
time of the black plague, this view of witchcraft 
would have seemed reasonable because . . . 



YOUR ARGUMENT
BPH, p. 
90-91 



CLAIMS AND ASSUMPTIONS

•  Claim + stated reason rest upon an unstated 
reason 

•  Both the stated and unstated reasons rely on 
shared assumptions of value between the writer 
and the reader 

•  Evidence demonstrates the validity of the stated 
or unstated reasons 

•  When values are shared, less evidence is needed 
to convince the reader 



A CLAIM IN 3 PARTS

 By engaging in historical/archival research, by 
reviewing the vast amount of public information 
now available on [this topic], and by conducting 
interviews with policy makers, researchers, 
activists and industry representatives, my 
research will develop a systematic assessment of 
[topic] and the conditions in which is has become 
finalized. 



GETTING ORGANIZED

  Thesis= main claim, argument 
The absence of traditional social hierarchies in this time and 
place, combined with the fuel of easy money and masculinity, 
accounted for this new conception of leisure 

  Body: subsidiary claims 
1.  Free enterprise capitalism in the Klondike contributed to a dominant 

ideological stance that valued the free choice of the individual to 
pursue whatever leisure activities they wanted—including gambling, 
drinking to excess, and womanizing—with few, if any, restraints.  

2.  Leisure in the Klondike boomtown created and enforced a particular 
kind of masculinity in contrast to the “rational recreation” of more 
established cities and towns in the Northwest.  



BODY—PART 1
  Free enterprise capitalism in the Klondike 

contributed to a dominant ideological stance that 
valued the free choice of the individual to pursue 
whatever leisure activities they wanted—
including gambling, drinking to excess, and 
womanizing—with few, if any, restraints. 

Implied in this claim is the structure (order) of 
the next part of the essay: 

1.  A section or paragraph on gambling 
2.  A section or paragraph on drinking to excess 
3.  A section or paragraph on womanizing/sexual 

debauchery  



WHAT TOPIC WILL YOU STUDY?"

  Identify a topic of inquiry 
 Translate that topic into a thesis by stating what 

your attitude is to that topic 
  I believe that the history of religious practices is 

not progressive from one religious practice to 
another because  . . . 


